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Invasion and tag game skills 
Tag games

Tag games are games in which two or more players chase other players in an attempt to ‘tag’ them and score a point. The skills learnt in tag games develop to 
become important in many invasion games. The important outcome is being able to read the opposition.

Tag game skills What this is What it looks like – Success criteria

Chasing or shadowing It is when the taggers track and chase down the 
runners.

It involves anticipating, shadowing, and outwitting 
the runners.

• The tagger watches the runner, tries to anticipate their movements, and moves to cut down 
the space, perhaps by trying to manipulate the direction of the runners and tag them.

• They could run diagonally to intercept the runner or side-slip to a corner with arms 
outstretched.

Evading It is when the runners outwit the taggers using 
quick, deceptive movements. It is more than just 
running and dodging skills.

• Runners evade the taggers by using quick, deceptive movements (often stop-start or 
changing direction): facing the tagger, side-slipping, side-stepping, or start-stopping.

Shepherding or cornering It is when the tagger moves the runner into a corner. • The tagger traps the runner in a corner so that they can quickly move in to make the tag. 

Moving into space It is when the runners try to move into free space 
past the taggers to avoid being tagged.

• The runner moves away from the tagger into open spaces.

• They avoid being clustered with other runners so that they have options to escape in 
different directions.

Using others as a screen It is when the runners use other runners to hide 
behind so the taggers can’t tag them.

• Runners use other runners to hide behind or block so that the taggers have to run around 
them. 

Teamwork 
(communicating and 
cooperating)

It is when the taggers communicate, plan, and 
implement a joint attack to shepherd and corner a 
runner.

• The taggers work as a team to corner a runner as opposed to working individually.
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Invasion games

Invasion games are games in which the aim is to invade an opponent’s territory and score a goal or point. These are typically fast-paced games that need 
teamwork in order to control the ball, keep possession, move into a scoring position, and prevent the opposition from scoring. Teams share the same playing area 
as they attempt to both score and prevent the other team from scoring.

Invasion game skills What this is What it looks like – Success criteria

Teamwork skills It is working as a team, with roles and 
responsibilities.

It involves planning together and playing together 
to be successful.

It is deciding on team strategies and playing 
tactically as a team, using all the players’ strengths.

• The players work together as a team to achieve success, whether on attack or in defence.

• They take up positions, develop supporting positional play, move into field positions to 
receive the ball, build an attack with team-mates, or set up a team-mate to score.

• The team supports a ball-carrier by moving into different spaces to create multiple passing 
options for the ball-carrier.

Holding possession It is passing, running with the ball, or holding the ball. • The attacking players hold possession, which means they think before acting. They may 
hold and wait for support, run into a safer place with the ball, pass to another player who is in 
space, or support a ball-carrier.

• They could move the ball backwards or sideways between players before going forward.

• It could also mean that support players move into a position and call to receive a pass.

Creating and moving into 
space

It is making space and using it to build an attack, 
including moving or passing laterally or backwards 
as well as forwards.

• Players recognise space and move into it to receive the ball. They call for the ball or indicate 
where they are moving to, using pointing or other gestures, such as a nod of the head.

• They create space by keeping the defender behind them away from the open area.

• They call then move into space to receive the ball.

• Players often pass the ball to space rather than directly to the receiver.

Supporting the ball-carrier It is giving the ball-carrier passing and running 
options.

• Supporting players move into space around the ball-carrier to offer passing or running 
options. Options include passing backwards, sideways, or forwards.

Positioning It is playing in a position that contributes to the 
success of the team.

• The players stay in position and know what to do in that position.

• They use all the players in their various positions, often passing backwards or sideways until 
an opportunity arises to move forwards.

• Players communicate and move according to their position. For example, wings will stay in 
their position most of the time to ensure that there is a wide passing option.

• If one player moves out of position, another player moves to fill the gap until the normal 
pattern re-emerges.
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Controlling the pace It is being patient and controlling the speed of the 
game. Pace and patience go hand in hand.

• For beginners, this means slowing down and thinking before acting to control the nature of 
play. Teams build patterns of attack over time rather than rushing head first into it.

• In advanced games, it means speeding up to put more pressure on the opposition.

Attacking and defending It is attacking and penetrating the defence or 
stopping the attack.

•  The players break through the defensive line or, conversely, stop the attackers from breaking 
through.

•  They use attacking and defending skills that involve strategic and tactical patterns of play.

•  Players use a variety of tactics, including skills that allow them to break through a defence 
by dribbling through at speed, side-stepping, or dodging through a defence individually.

 •  At other times, players work together to employ game strategies and tactics to beat the 
defence. These are often game-specific and include: drawing and passing, passing over a 
defender or through the defence line, using a screen to block a defender, running at different 
angles, and so on.

 •  The defenders use one-on-one defence, half-court or zone defence, front mark or back mark, 
depending on the game situation.

Applying pressure It is putting pressure on the attack or the defence. • Experienced players mark their opposite closely. They will know when to hold back, when 
to attack or when to intercept. This can be seen in a player’s ‘game sense’, that is, how they 
understand the game context and mark their opponent in a game.

•  When team members apply pressure together, it causes a breakdown in the other team’s 
pattern and creates the opportunity for a turnover.
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1.1 PIRATES TREASURE

Set up:
• The game can be played indoors or outside.
• Groups of five or six children (one or two 

sailors and four pirates).
• Mark out a square with cones.
• Place a hoop with the treasure (a bean bag) 

in it in the middle of the square.

Play:
• The sailor is in the middle and has to protect 

the treasure (bean bag) in a hoop from the 
pirates.

• The pirates aim to steal the treasure (bean 
bag/s) and take it off the boat (outside the 
square) without being tagged by the sailor.

• If a pirate is tagged while carrying the 
treasure, that pirate must replace the 
treasure and go outside the boat (square) 
and start again.

Pirates’ treasure is a fun way to learn the game skills of attacking as a team and using team 
tactics. The objective of the game is for the sailor in the middle to protect the treasure from 
the pirates, who work as a team to steal it.

The focus is on the game skills of:
• Team attack: implementing a joint attack 

to get the treasure
• Tactical play: to get or protect the treasure 
• Agility and evasion: quick, agile, and 

deceptive responses and movements.

1.1

EQUIPMENT

LEARNING FOCUS

SET UP & PLAY

Pirates’ Treasure

ConesHoopsBean bags
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PROGRESSIONS Using the following progressions, think about simplifying, shaping, focusing, and enhancing.

LEARNING QUESTIONS

Team attack
Attacking goals and targets as a team 
involves deciding on team tactics and 
positively applying them in games. 
Success improves when players use their 
collective strengths and work as a team. 
This often means assigning different roles 
to different players, such as decoy runners, 
blockers (or screens), or strikers. Children 
learn these game skills when they are 
given the opportunity to formulate and 
apply team tactics in games.
Tag games help children learn the skills of 
playing tactically:
1. Attacking as a team: The taggers need 

to develop and trial different ways to 
draw the defenders away from the safe 
area. This may involve all the taggers 
attacking at once, attacking in waves, 
or some sacrificing themselves so 
others can get to the safe area. 

2. Defending tactically: The defenders 
need to devise and apply ways to 
successfully defend the safe area. 
This may mean staying by that area 
but moving around to ensure that the 
defender can see where the taggers 
are coming from.

Pirates  
• How did you come up with a strategy to steal the treasure?
• What did you do as a team to draw the sailor away from the treasure?
• What was the most successful strategy to grab the treasure?
• What other attacking tactics did your team try?
Sailors 
• How did you defend the treasure?
• What tactics worked better for you – staying close to the treasure or 

running after the pirates? Why?
• What rule changes could you make to give the sailor a better chance 

of protecting the treasure?
• When there were two sailors, how did you work together to defend 

the treasure?

After the activity, can the children:
• work as a team to recognise that using the collective strengths 

of all players is more successful than working individually?
• devise and trial different tactics to get the treasure? 
• allocate different roles to achieve the goal of getting the 

treasure?
• sit in a group, share ideas, and listen to others to collaboratively 

plan a team attack? 
• suggest rule changes that may make it a fairer game for all 

players?

REFLECTION 

CONCEPT 
CLINIC

Step One: 
Play the game with one sailor and four 
pirates – 4 v 1. Swap pirates and sailors 
roles so that all the children have a turn at 
being the sailor.

Step Two: 
Introduce a second sailor and maybe a 
second hoop with more treasure – 4 v 2.

Step Three: 
Use variations such as: three different 
pieces of treasure (bean bags of different 
colours – yellow is gold, green is pounamu, 
red is rubies); create a larger ship; vary 
the number of pirates; give the pirates 
different roles, such as a ‘peg leg’ where the 
pirate has to hop on one leg or a ‘parrot on 
shoulder’ where the pirate has to place their 
left hand on their right shoulder. 
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1.2 TEAM TAIL TAG

Set up:
• Play in one-third of a netball court.
• Four teams each with different-coloured 

bands as tails. Tails are tucked into the back 
of their shorts.

• 4–6 players per team.
• Each team starts in their own corner.

Play:
• Players start from their own corner of the 

court. On “go” they run around and get as 
many tails from the other teams as possible 
until time is called.

• They return to their corner to see which 
team has the most tails.

• In the second game, they have to get a tail 
(or two) of each colour, return to their corner 
with the tails, and hold them up before the 
other teams do to win.

This a chase and tag game in which children work as a team to collect the tails of other 
players. It’s a great game to develop skills like chasing, evading, and trapping players. 
It also works to build team cooperation.

The focus in this game is on teamwork 
and developing the game skills of chasing, 
shadowing, dodging, and evading.
Focus the children on:
• working tactically as a team
• being able to chase down and trap a runner
• being able to evade a chaser.

1.2

EQUIPMENT

LEARNING FOCUS

SET UP & PLAY

Team Tail Tag

4 sets of different-coloured bands 
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PROGRESSIONS Using the following progressions, think about simplifying, shaping, focusing, and enhancing.

LEARNING QUESTIONS

Chasing, shadowing, dodging, and evading
Tag games are simple, fun games to 
play. They are ideal for developing both 
movement and game skills. The game 
skills of chasing and shadowing occur 
when the taggers track and chase down 
the runners. This involves anticipating, 
shadowing, and outwitting the runners. 
The taggers could be moving diagonally to 
intercept the path of the runner or side-
slipping with outstretched arms to corner 
a runner.
Evading is another game skill. This occurs 
when the runners outwit the taggers using 
quick, deceptive dodging movements 
(often stop-start or changing direction), 
body swerves, or side-slipping while facing 
the tagger, ready to sprint off into open 
space. Agility and speed are key factors.
Although these games skills may appear to 
be simple movements, they are relational 
between the taggers and runners and 
are dependent on the game context. It is 
better to focus on these relational game 
skills than the isolated movements of 
individuals.

• What did you do to successfully chase others and still protect 
your own tail?

• How did your team work together to chase and corner the other 
teams?

• Was working as a team more successful than chasing on your 
own? Why or why not?

• What did you do to evade being tagged?
• What did your team do to help you evade being tagged?
• Did everybody tag and evade, or did you have some team 

members doing each? Which worked better? Why was that?
• What have you learned about working as a team from playing this 

game?

After the activity, can the children:
• demonstrate the games skills of anticipating and outwitting their 

opponents?
• chase and shadow skilfully when on offence to get a tail, and 

dodge and evade skilfully when on defence to avoid losing their 
tail?

• work as a team with designated roles to achieve the team’s goal?

REFLECTION 

CONCEPT 
CLINIC

Step One: 
Combine the red and blue teams and have 
them work as one team to get as many 
green and yellow tails (bands) as possible in 
the time limit. The winning team is the one 
that has more of their oppositions’ bands. 
Their own bands don’t count.

Step Two: 
Each colour works as a team on their own 
to chase and be chased by the other three 
teams while trying to get as many tails as 
possible from them. The winning team is 
the one that has more of the other teams’ 
bands. If there is a draw, the team that also 
has more of their own team’s bands wins.

Step Three: 
The children again work in their own teams, 
but the goal is now to get a tail of each 
colour and get back to their corner. The 
team that has one of each colour and is first 
to hold all four up wins.
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